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INTERSECTIONS 

 

Instructions for Authors / Stylesheet 

                                                                   

1. General requirements: 

 

All contributions shall comprise: 

 

• Title 

• Main text + footnotes 

• Bibliography 

• Personal information 

 • List of index entries (see below) 

 • Illustrations (if required) 

 • If you want to add illustration, give the captions to the images in a list of illustrations 

 

Please deliver everything, except the illustrations themselves, in 1 single word file. 

 

Please NOTE: always use footnotes, no endnotes. DO NOT SEND SEPARATE FILES of bibliography, 

personal information, captions, list of illustration or index entries) 

 

Length: In general, the minimal length is 4,500 words, the average length 6000–7,000 words (always 

including footnotes but excluding the bibliography, list of illustrations and list of index entries). The 

maximum length depends on the volume in question and will be indicated by the volume editors. 

Document format: Please use Microsoft Word. Turn off hyphenation.  

 

Language: As a general rule, all contributions to Intersections volumes are in English. Please use 

British English spelling, grammar and style. The volume-editors assume that your article will have 

been proofread by a knowledgeable native speaker before submission. Contributions written in poor 

or grammatically incorrect English cannot be considered. 

 

 

Illustrations:  

 

• In general, for each article there is a maximum of 10 illustrations; exceptions may be indicated by the 

volume editors. Full-color illustrations are welcome. 

.  

• Submit your images in a good-quality, high resolution electronic scan (600 dpi). 

 

• Authors are responsible for obtaining permission to reproduce copyright illustrations,  

paying any appropriate fee and indicating the correct phrase by which the copyright  

should be acknowledged. Please be aware that the volume editors or the publisher may require written 

evidence of copyright clearance. 

 

• The place of the illustration should be clearly indicated in the text body, using square brackets and 

the abbreviation Fig. or Figs., in the following way:  [Fig. 1]  [Fig. 9]  [Figs. 3-4] [Figs. 9-10] 

(please do NOT use other types of brackets; Fig. and Figs. should be with a dot) 
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In general, Figures will be placed as close as possible after the indication [Fig. X] in the text body.  

 

• All illustrations must be equipped with captions. The captions should be listed with figure numbers at 

the end of your article in a “List of Illustrations”, in the following format:  

 

Fig. 1, 2, 3, 4. Full Name (first name and surname) of the artist; indication of the topic of the 

work of art in Roman type or its title in Italics (if there is a title given to it in a source, or 

commonly used in art historical literature); year of origination; medium/ type of work of art 

(e.g. engraving, drawing; in the case of paintings: oil on canvas, tempera on wood etc.), 

dimensions; (if relevant: detail of ...); present whereabouts; copyright information. 

Furthermore, for the type-setting, indicate (highlighted) the size of the image: FULL PAGE, ¾ 

PAGE, ½ PAGE, ¼ PAGE 

(in general, the size of images should not be less than ¼ PAGE) 

 

Examples: 

 

Fig. 10. Bartholomäus Spranger, Salmacis and Hermaphroditus, painted 1580-1582 for the 

Kunstkammer of Emperor Rudolph II. Oil on canvas, 110 × 81 cm. Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum. 

Image © Kunsthistorisches Museum.  FULL PAGE 

 (please NOTE: Salmacis and Hermaphroditus is rendered in Italics because it is the commonly 

used title of the work) 

 

Fig. 1. Duccio di Buoninsegna, Imprisonment of Christ. Tempera on wood, 102 x 76 cm. Part of 

Duccio’s Maestà, painted 1308–1311 for the cathedral of Siena. Siena, Museo dell’Opera di Duomo. 

Detail, left part of the depicted scene. Image © Museo dell’Opera di Duomo. ½ PAGE 

(please NOTE: Imprisonment of Christ is rendered in Roman types because it is NOT the title of 

the work, but only the scene depicted on the named panel; the title of the work is Maestà, 

therefore this one printed in Italics) 

 

Fig. 6. Magdalena van de Passe, Salmacis and Hermaphroditus. Engraving, 20.3 × 22.7 cm, made in 

1623 after a painting by Jacob Pynas. Public domain. Wikimedia commons.  ½ PAGE 
(please NOTE: Salmacis and Hermaphroditus is the title commonly ascribed to the engraving, 

therefore set in Italics) 

 

•  If an engraving or a woodcut is taken from an old printed book, the book title should be given as well, 

in the style required by the Intersections stylesheet for the quotations of old printed books (1450-1800; 

cf. below), in the following way: 

 

Examples: 

 

Fig. 8. Antoine Louis Romanet (engraver) and Antoine Borel (designer), Salmacis and Hermaphroditus. 

Engraving, 15.7 × 20.6 cm, after a lost painting by Paolo de Matteis with the same title (oil on canvas, 

ca. 162 × 212 cm). From: Galerie du Palais royal, gravée d'après les Tableaux des differentes Ecoles 

qui la composen […], 3 vols. (Paris, Jacques Couché: 1786-1808). Image © Wikimedia commons. 

        1/3 PAGE 

(please NOTE: Salmacis and Hermaphroditus is the title of the painting attributed to it in the 

source, i.e. the guide of the Palais Royal; therefore, it is set in Italics; the title of the guide of the 

Galerie du Palais royal is given in an appropriate short form – actually it has a very long and 

complex title consisting of several lines; for captions, it is advisable that the title does not exeed 

2 lines; for the rules of quoting printed works issued before 1800 see below)  
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Fig. 12A. The Murder of Caesar. Woodcut illustration, ca. 1531. Emblem II, 6 of the German De 

officiis. Von den tugentsamen ämptern und zuogehörungen [...] (Augsburg, Heinrich Steyner: 1531), fol. 

XLIIII r. Private collection.     ½ PAGE 

(please NOTE: the woodcut illustration itself has no title; The Murder of Caesar is just 

indicating the depicted scene; therefore, it is not in Italics, but in Roman types; the illustration is 

part of a book publication; the title of the book publication is indicated in Italics. Further 

location according to the stylesheet, see below) 

 

Personal information for the section NOTES ON THE CONTRIBUTORS:  

 

Please provide a paragraph (about 7 to 12 lines) in which you give your 

• current affiliation, 

• major academic positions during your career (e.g. professor of... at, formerly professor at), 

• area of expertise and research interests, 

• and book-length publications (as author or editor, also exhibition catalogues may be included). 

(Please NOTE: Give ONLY book-length publications, DO NOT give the titles of articles, 

contributions to conferences or minor publications. DO NOT GIVE a list of the journals 

you happen to have published in; DO NOT list of your academic awards, invitations to 

academic programs or obtained grants. If you include a book-length publication, please 

indicate only its title and year of appearance (NOT place, publisher, and other information). In 

the case of co-edited volumes you may wish to mention the name(s) of your co-editor(s)). 

 

Acknowledgements: Either editors or contributors should make acknowledgements only if they are 

really appropriate. Acknowledgements should be confined exclusively to factual things (sponsoring, 

factual help or advice, proofreading); please avoid the expression of warm feelings or regards to family 

members, friends, colleagues, cats, or superiors, or any kind of similar references or dedications. If 

appropriate and necessary, contributors should place acknowledgements in the first footnote (usually 

after the first sentence of the main text of the contribution).  

(Please NOTE: DO NOT attach a footnote to the title of your contribution). 

 

Acknowledgements of editors: should be placed in a separate paragraph under the header 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS before the section NOTES ON THE EDITORS 

 

 

2. Style Guidelines  

 

Please follow the style guidelines carefully. Please be aware that for contributions to Intersections the 

Intersections style guidelines are relevant, no others (e.g. general guidelines of the publisher Brill). 

Please note that the publisher and the volume editors are unable to engage in any extensive stylistic or 

typographical editing of manuscripts. Therefore, it is necessary that you apply the indicated style 

guidelines carefully before submitting the paper. If you do not do so, it may lead to the rejection of a 

summitted paper or serious delay. 

 

  

Quotations:  

 

• Short quotations embedded in the text should be set in Roman type between single (English) 

quotation marks, in the following format: 

 ‘Quoted text quoted text quoted text’. 
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If there are quotations within the quoted text they should be indicated by double quotation marks:  

   ‘quoted text “quoted text within quoted text” quoted text’. 

 

• Quotations running to several lines should not be embedded in the text, but indented and separated 

from the preceding and following lines of typescript by extra vertical  space, and without quotations 

marks. 

(please NOTE: lengthy quotation are WITHOUT QUOTATION MARKS; if there are 

quotations within a lengthy quotation, they should be indicated by single (English) quotation 

marks)  

 

• For quotations in languages other than English: Both the original quotation and an  

English translation should be provided in the main text, with the original text preceding  

the translation. 

 

• Quotations of Latin texts: Please use modern interpunction adepted to the sense of the text (as it is 

practice in modern critical editions of Latin texts), DO NOT repeat the old interpunction of the 15th, 16th 

or 17th century (reason: these signs do not mean the same as our interpunction marks; therefore, a 

repetition of old interpunction is misleading); DO NOT give the accents which are used in 17th century 

editions; DO NOT use “&” or other Latin abbreviations, but give the full text. DO NOT use other 

special signs (for example “ij” for the genetivus, but use “ii”; reason: this is just a palaeographical 

convention, “j” is not meant as a “j”, but just as an “i”). The Latin orthography, however, should be 

according to the standard of the time (according to the editorial standard: e.g. for the 14th or 15th century 

“que”, not the modern “quae”; e.g. if a early modern source has “dyalogus”, it should stay like this, but 

not be “modernized” into “dialogus” – reason: “dyalogus” may indicate a historical etymological 

understanding of the word, i.e. verbal exchange between two ( dyoi) persons).  

 

• Quotation marks – interpunction marks: 

Sentences are always closed by a period (or another relevant interpunction mark); a quotation mark 

that closes a short quoted text should be placed before the period (or equivalent interpunction mark), 

in this way:  

... ‘short quoted text short quoted text’.   (thus NOT: .’) 

 

• Omitted parts of quoted text: 

If you leave out words or passages in the quoted texts, please indicate them by using three dots between 

square brackets:   […]  

(Please NOTE: DO NOT use: ... (without brackets) or .... (more dots) or (...) or  <...>) 

 

• For references to / special attention for conventional concepts (to which you do not subscribe, but 

mention them), for “so-called” things, or wrong, but commonly applied names, please use double 

quotation marks: 

Examples: “Albericus” (for an author whose identity is unclear, but who is in scholarly literature  

frequently called “Albericus”; through using double quotation marks you demonstrate awareness of that 

problem); “Aphrodite’s temple” (for a temple that was/ is only supposed to have been dedicated to 

Aphrodite); “normal” gendered behaviour (through the quotation marks you indicate that you talk about 

certain conventional ideas  with respect to gendered behaviour, but that you do not personally agree with 

these ideas). 

 

 • In (very) exceptional cases in which a contribution is submitted in French or German, the usual French 

or German (double) quotation marks may be used for short quotations. For quotations running to several 

lines the same rule is relevant as quoted above. 
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(Please NOTE: exceptional permission to submit a paper in French or German must have special 

reasons, and depends always on a special aggreement by the volume editor(s) and the General 

editor of the series) 

 

• Bibliographical references belonging to quoted texts: 

As a general rule, bibliographical references belonging to quotations should be given in footnotes. 

Please take care that you do not overload the main text with inserted bibliographical references. 

 

• Quotations of titles of classical, medieval and early modern source texts:  

For all types of source texts, please do not use abbreviations (even if you frequently quote a certain 

work), but give the commonly used title in full or, in the case of early modern printed works with a 

complex and detailed title page, an unmistakenly recognisable short title. This title should be set in 

Italics. (A full reference to the work in question should be given in a footnote, the first time you mention 

the work)  

Examples: Ovid, Metamorphoses (NOT: Ov., Met.); Livy, Ab urbe condita (NOT: Liv., A.u.c.) 

Barthélemy Aneau, Picta poesis Ovidiana (NOT: P.P.O. or similar abbreviations) 

In case of a complex early modern title, for example: Georgius Loysius, Pervigilium Mercurii, quo 

agitur de praestantissimis peregrinantis virtutibus, et qua ratione unusquisque citra maiorem 

difficultatem exteras peragrare provincias, regiones adire exoticas, et cum cuiusque conditionis 

hominibus bene et honeste conversari possit. […] (Hof, Matthaeus Pfeilschmidt: 1598), please give the 

full title in a footnote the first time you mention the work. In the textbody, please use a recogniseable 

short title of the work in Italics, Pervigilium Mercurii. DO NOT use (further) abbreviations (thus NOT: 

Loysius, P.M. or Perv. Merc.).  

 

 

BIBLIOGRAPHY AND BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES:  

 

Every paper should be followed by a bibliography that provides the most important sources and the 

scholarly literature relevant for your topic. Intersections bibliographies should meet the international 

standard required in scientific journals. This means that your bibliography should be as complete as 

possible with respect to the topic of your contribution. However, it should NOT include generally 

known works of reference, or the works of the classical authors. The rules for bibliographical references 

are the following ones: 

 

Names of places (relevant for all types of publications): 

Names of places of publication should be given in English: Vienna instead of Wien, Munich instead of  

München, Geneva instead of Genève, Milan instead of Milano, etc.  

 

 

Books/ monographs: 

Format: surename of the author; blank space; initial(s) of first name(s); comma; blank space; title of the 

book in Italics; blank space; between round brackets ( ): place(s); colon; blank space; year of 

appearance; closing); dot. 

 (please NOTE: every bibliographical entry should be closed by a dot) 

 

Examples: 

 

Enenkel K.A.E., The Invention of the Emblem Book and the Transmission of Knowledge, ca. 1510-1610 

(Leiden – Boston: 2019). 
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(please NOTE: if there are more first names, NO blank space between the initials; if there are 

more authors, their names should be connected by – ; if there are more places of appearance, 

they should be connected by –, in such cases, do not use „and“ or „&“ or commas; in English 

titels the main words should be renderd with capital initial letters) 

 

Raupp H.-J., Untersuchungen zu Künstlerbildnis und Künstlerdarstellung in den Niederlanden im 17. 

Jahrhundert (Hildesheim – Zurich – New York: 1984). 

 (please NOTE: names of places should be given in English; thus Zurich, NOT Zürich) 

 

 

Journal articles:  

Format: surename of the author; blank space; initial(s) of first name(s); comma; blank space; double 

quotation mark; title of the article, closed with double quotation mark; comma; blank space; title of the 

journal in Italics; volume number of the journal in arabic type; year of appearance between round 

brackets ( ); blank space; page numbers; period. 

In General: With respect to user of other readers than the ones of your own discipline, DO NOT 

ABBREVIATE journal titles.  

 

Examples:  

 

Monga L., “A Taxonomy of Renaissance Hodoeporics: A Bibliography of Theoretical Texts on 

Methodus Apodemica (1500–1700)”, Annali d’italianistica 14 (1996) 645–662. 

(please NOTE: please use double quotation marks, NOT single ones; put a comma after the 

second quotation mark, but NO comma after indication of year; pagenumers in full, 645–662, 

thus NOT: 645-62 or 645-6; give pagenumbers without prior p., thus NOT: p. 645-662) 

 

Bass M., “Jan Gossaert’s Neptune and Amphitrite Reconsidered“, Simiolus 35.1 (2011) 61-83. 

 

 

Chapters/ contributions/ articles in an edited volume: 

Format: surename of the author; blank space; initial(s) of first name(s); comma; blank space; double 

quotation mark; title of the article, closed with double quotation mark; comma; blank space; in (without 

colon); blank space; surename of the editor; blank space; initial(s) of first name(s); in ( ) ed. or eds. (in 

case of more than one editor); comma; blank space; title of the edited volume in Italics; blank space; 

open round (; place(s); colon; blank space; year of appearance; close round ); page numbers; period. 

 

Examples: 

 

Decker J.R., “‘Practical Devotion’: Apotropaism and the Protection of the Soul”, in Brusati C. – 

Enenkel K.A.E. – Melion W.S. (eds.), The Authority of the Word. Reflecting on Image and Text in 

Northern Europe, 1400–1700, Intersections 20 (Leiden – Boston: 2012) 357–383. 

(please NOTE: if there are more than one first name, NO blank space between the initials; please 

use double quotation marks for the title of the article or chapter, NOT single ones; if the title 

of an article comprises a quotation, single quotation marks may be used within the title of the 

article in question; DO NOT FORGET the comma after the closing quotation mark; DO NOT 

place a comma after the closing bracket (with the indication of place and year of appearance; 

pagenumbers in full, 357–383, thus NOT: 357–83 or 357–9; pagenumbers without “p.”, thus 

NOT: p. 645-662) 
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Conrads N., “Politische und staatsrechtliche Probleme der Kavalierstour”, in Mączak A. – Teuteberg H.J. 

(eds.), Reiseberichte als Quellen europäischer Kulturgeschichte, Aufgaben und Möglichkeiten der 

historischen Reiseforschung, Wolfenbüttler Forschungen 21 (Wolfenbüttel: 1982) 45–64. 

 (please NOTE: if there are more editors, please use “eds.”, not “ed.” or “eds”) 

 

 

 

Ph.D. dissertation:  

Example: 

 

Gwatkin N., Emblem of Faith or of Heresy? Iconography of the Descending Christ-Child  

Figure in Northern European Art from 1100 to 1550 (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Maryland: 1999).  

(please NOTE: otherwise rendered in the same way as a book/ monograph; however, the 

information “Ph.D. dissertation” and the university where the Ph.D. was earned, should be 

added) 

  

 

Exhibition catalogues: 

Format: Surname of the editor; blank space; initial(s) of the first name(s) of the editor; (ed.) (or, in case 

of more editors) (eds.); comma; blank space; title of the exhibition catalogue (usually identical with the 

title of the exhibition) in Italics; comma; blank space; exh. cat.; comma; blank space; museum or 

institution where the exhibition in question was held; blank space; in ( ) place and year of appearance of 

the catalogue; period. 

Example: 

 

Buck S., with the assistance of Bissolati T. (eds.), Michelangelo’s Dream, exh. cat., The Courtauld 

Gallery (London: 2010).  

 

Modern editions of source texts (i.e., texts before 1800): 

Format: Surname of the classical, medieval or early modern author; forename (of the classical, medieval 

or early modern author ) in full;comma; blank space; title of the work in Italics; comma; blank space; 

ed.; initial(s) of the first name(s) of the editor; surname of the editor; blank space; in ( ) place of 

appearance; colon; blank space; year of appearance; close ); period. 

Example: 

 

Mander Karel van, Den Grondt der edel vry Schilder-const, ed. H. Miedema, 2 vols. (Utrecht: 1973).  

(please NOTE: the first name of the medieval or early modern author should be given in 

full, NOT, as in the case of modern scholars, through an initial only; “ed.” is the abbreviation of 

“edidit” or “ediderunt” respectively; if the work comprises more than one volume, this should be 

indicated after the name of the editor, with the abbreviation “vols.”(please NOTE “vols.” with a 

dot, not “vols”)) 

  

Reprint / translation: 

Example: 

  

Torsellino Orazio, The History of our B. Lady of Loreto, trans. T. Price (Saint Omer, n.p.:  

1608; reprint, Ilkley – London: 1976). 
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Books published before 1800:  

 

• General: For books printed before 1800, include the author’s full name, as well as the printer’s or 

publisher’s full name. This also applies to the captions of illustrations taken from early printed books 

(cf. above). If the title of an early modern publications is extremely long (ca. More than two lines) it 

may be shortened in an appropriate way. If you do so, please indicate the passage(s) which are left out 

through three dote between square brackets [...]  

 

Examples: 

  

Mander Karel van, Schilder-Boeck (Haarlem, Paschier van Wesbusch: 1604).  

 

Loysius Georgius, Pervigilium Mercurii, quo agitur de praestantissimis peregrinantis virtutibus, et qua 

ratione unusquisque citra maiorem difficultatem exteras peragrare provincias, regiones adire exoticas, 

et cum cuiusque conditionis hominibus bene et honeste conversari possit. […] (Hof, Matthaeus 

Pfeilschmidt: 1598). 

(please NOTE: first the author’s surname, then his first name; do note insert a comma after 

the surname; put a comma after the place name, and a colon after the publisher’s/ printer’s 

name, NOT the other way round; for places of appearance please use the relevant modern 

names; DO NOT use the old Latin names (in this case: Hof, NOT “Curiae Variscorum”); for the 

publisher’s names: please apply the names that are commonly used in scholarly literature – in 

some cases it will be the Latin form, e.g. “Aldus Manutius”, in other cases the vernacular form; 

DO NOT use Latin constructions (e.g. “apud Aldum Manutium”, “in aedibus Aldi” or similar) 

 

Footnotes:  

 

• References to quoted texts should be given in footnotes (NOT endnotes). In general, footnotes should 

be limited to documentary means; please avoid the discussion of all kinds of “side-paths” and matters 

that do not directly refer to the argument of your contribution.  

 

• Place footnote reference numbers after punctuation marks in the body of the text.  

 

• Use continuous numbering throughout the document (DO NOT renumber footnotes on every page or 

section).  

 

• For the references to bibliographical items use the same style as required for the BIBLIOGRAPHY. 

Give at the first time you quote or mention a work a full bibliographic reference in a footnote 

according to the rules demonstrated above. 

 

• For all further references: use abbreviated references according to the following format: 

Author(s) (or editor(s)) name (without initial(s)); comma; blank space; short title of book in Italics (short 

title of article or chapter between double brackets); blank space; page number; period. 

Examples: 

 

Brusati – Enenkel – Melion (eds.), The Authority of the Word 448.  

 (please NOTE: names of the editors without initials; short title without [...]) 

 

Courtine – Haroche, Histoire du visage 48.  

(please NOTE: names of the authors without initials; short title without [...]) 
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Bernthal, “Staging Justice” 248. 

 (please NOTE: name of the author without initial(s); short title without [...])  

 

 

For further references of books published before 1800:  

 

Format: surname of the author; comma; blank space; short title in Italics; page number(s) in full.  

If a early modern edition has no pagination, give the foliation, in the following way: 

 

fol. A iii r; fol. Aiiii v; fol.  G 7 r; G 8 v; 

fols. A iii r – A vi v; fols. G 2 r – G 4 v; fols. b <5> r – b <6>v 

(please NOTE: DO NOT use “f.”, “sig.”, “cart.” or other abbreviations od “folium”, but only 

“fol.” for a single folium and “fols.” for more than one folium; “fol.” and “fols.” always with a 

dot) 

Examples: 

 

Petrarch, De remediis 117-129. 

 

Loysius, Pervigilium Mercurii, fols. b <5> r – b <6>v. 

(please NOTE: give only the surname of the early modern author; leave out his first name; 

give the short title without [...]; if “fol./ fols.” is used place a comma after the short title; if you 

use ordinary pagination DO NOT place a comma) 

 

Repetition of references in the same footnote or in successive footnotes: use “idem” (in Roman type, in 

full) for the same author, and “ibidem” (in Roman type, in full) for the same work. 

(please NOTE: DO NOT use idem and ibidem in Italics or in abbreviated forms such as “id.” or 

“ibid.”) 

Examples: 

(footnote) 23 Loysius, Pervigilium Mercurii, fols. b <5> r – b <6>v. 

(footnote) 24 Ibidem, fol. c 2 r. 

 

(footnote) 54 Loysius, Pervigilium Mercurii, fols. b <5> r – b <6>v. 

(footnote) 55 Idem, Letter to Scaliger, fols. a 1 r – a 2 v. 

  

Index nominum:  

 

The article should be accompanied by a list of names (in English) to be included in the  

general index at the end of the volume. Guidelines for this list are as follows:  

 

• List all the names of historical persons mentioned in your article that lived before ca. 1800. First  

give their last name, followed by their first name (in full, not only initials). When you quote old 

editions issued before 1800 also include the full name of the publishers/ printers. 

 

(please NOTE: Do NOT include mythological figures, Gods, literary or fictious characters or 

modern-day scholars)  

 

• For princes and rulers: give the English form of their name if there is one, and add specifications (in 

order to prevent confusion), for example “Holy Roman Emperor”. For church rulers: add qualification 

“Pope”, “Cardinal” or “Bishop”, and use always the highest office obtained. For popes: after the 
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specification “Pope” add also their civil name (in brackets). For especially decorated religious persons: 

add the specification “Saint”. For monks: add their affiliation ; for Jesuits: add S.J.  

 

Examples: 

Henry II (King of France)  

Henry II (King of England)  

Henry II (King of Germany, Holy Roman Emperor) 

Pius II (Pope, Enea Silvio Piccolomini) 

Alexander VI (Pope, Rodrigo Borgia) 

Francis of Assisi, Saint 

Thomas Aquinas  

Pier Damiani, Benedictine and Cardinal 

Albergati, Niccolò, Cardinal 

Kircher, Athansius S.J. 

  

 

• for the names of Latin classical authors: use the English version of the name if there is one: Virgil  

(NOT: Vergil or Vergilius), Livy, Horace, Pliny, Ovid, etc. If there is no English version of the name,  

Give the commonly used Latin form of the name as alphabetical entry; in some cases, this will be the 

Latin cognomen, in others the Latin nomen gentile. 

Examples: cognomen: Seneca (NOT: Annius); Caesar (NOT: Iulius); Plautus (NOT: Maccius), Cicero 

(NOT Tullius); Martialis (NOT: Valerius) 

 nomen gentile: Lucretius (NOT: “Carus”); Persius (NOT: Flaccus) 

In a few cases the commonly used Latin form consists of both cognomen and nomen gentile, for 

example: Valerius Maximus; Martianus Capella 

 

• for the names of Greek classical authors: use the English version of the name if there is one, for 

example: Homer, Aristotle (NOT: Aristoteles); Menander (NOT: Menandros) 

If there is no English version of the name, give the Latinzed form of the name, for example: Plato (NOT 

Platon); Lucianus (NOT: Lukianos); Musaeus (NOT: Musaios) 

 

• Neolatin authors: Give their name in the vernacular language, unless it is generally  

used in the Latin form, for example: Campano, Giannantonio (NOT: Campanus, Joannes Antonius); 

Leto, Pomponio (NOT: Laetus, Pomponius); Schoppe, Kaspar (NOT: Scioppius, Gasparus). 

If the Latin (or Greek) form is commonly used, give the Latin (or Greek) form: 

Examples:  Erasmus, Desiderius (NOT: Gerardsz., Gerrit) 

Lipsius, Justus (NOT: Lips, Joost) 

Regiomontanus, Johannes (NOT: Müller, Johann) 

Agricola, Rudolphus (NOT: Huisman, Roelof) 

Vaenius, Otto (NOT: Van Veen, Otto) 

Paracelsus (NOT: Theophrastus Bombastus von Hohenheim) 

Melanchthon, Philipp (NOT: Schwartzerdt, Philipp) 

Hessus, Eobanus (NOT: Koch, Eoban) 
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